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Transition State Theory and Beyond





A Simple 1D Model for Transition State (Pechukas)
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A Simple 1D Model for Transition State (continued)



As technical aside, one sees the below expression 
written with and without the ‘r’ subscript on c.

cr(p,q)=1 for a reactive trajectory, otherwise cr(p,q)=0. 
c(p,q) = cr(p,q)+cnr(p,q).

Transition state theory replaces cr(p,q+) with c+(p,q+) where 

otherwise
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Higher Dimensions
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•S(q=0) defines a F-1 dimensional hypersurface. 
•h is the heaviside function.

flux





Classical Equilibrium Rate Result
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Plot               for t>0.
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Reaction rates and Marcus theory (2)
Kramers theory

H.A. Kramers (1894-1952)

Reaction coordinate

The Kramers rate is always lower than the rate
calculated with TST. The reason is that now it
is not sufficient for the particle to reach the top
of the barrier, it has to have sufficient velocity
to go over it, or it will be sent back to the 
reactant well.

Slide from Gert van der Zwan



Kramer’s Turnover
The turnover, from an energy-diffusion limited regime, where
rates increase with friction, to a spacial-diffusion one, in
which rates do the opposite, was predicted by Kramers in
his 1940.



What does                               look like for negative time?

Think - Pair - Share

A)                                                     B)                                                       C)



Dynamical  FactorStatistical Factor

Microcanical Rate Constants

It can and will be shown that



Classical to Quantum





We have derived the TST tunneling correction k(T).
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Reaction  probability vs intial translational energy





Sophisticated Comparison of Quantum and Classical
Rate Theories



Real part  of integral 
is even.



d function allows us 
to replace H with E. 



Dynamical  FactorStatistical Factor

Classical

Quantum

Where is the dynamical factor?

“In quantum mechanics, dynamics and statistics are 
inseparably intertwined; e.g., a wavefunction describes the 
dynamical motion of the particles and also their statistics.”





Beyond Transition State Theory



Plot of transitional modes as a function of R.

SACM 
and 

Variational RRKM 



The microcanonical rate constant

can be written in terms of  the cummulative reaction probability.

Absorbing Wall



Comparison of SACM, SACM with tunneling, and exact QM
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